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Mazda
2001-02 626
2001-05 Miata/MX-5
2000-02 Millenia
2001-03 Protege
2001-03 Protege 5
2001-06 Tribute
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DASH DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Carefully pry outward on the individual beauty trim pieces on each side edge of

the factory radio and remove.
2. Using (2) pairs of Ford/Mazda radio removal tools (part#URT-460), insert the (4)

individual tools into the radio release holes on the edges of the face of the
factory radio.
NOTE: You must angle these keys into the holes so the keys are slightly angled in
towards each other just enough to get the keys on the outside of the spring
clips and so they click into the locked position.
CAUTION: If the keys are not inserted correctly, damage to the radio may occur or
you may not be able to remove the radio if the retaining clips have been spread
apart to far.

3. Carefully pry all (4) radio removal keys outward at the same time and pull
towards you to release the factory radio.

4. Disconnect the wire harness and antenna lead and remove radio.

1. Insert DIN sleeve from your new radio into the radio opening of the installation
kit and depress the tabs to secure sleeve to kit.
NOTE: Do not depress side tabs until after kit is installed in the dash

2. Install kit into dash opening making sure all mounting tabs on kit are locked
in place (See Figure A on page 3).

DIN MOUNT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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2001-02 MAZDA 626
2001-05 MAZDA MIATA/MX-5
2000-02 MAZDA MILLENIA
2001-03 MAZDA PROTEGE
2001-03 MAZDA PROTEGE 5
2001-06 MAZDA TRIBUTE

ITP-854(Optional)

Fig.A

ITP-854(Optional)


